The bounded K n;n -problem is the question whether or not a graph language of a given graph grammar contains arbitrarily large complete bipartite subgraphs K n;n . In this paper we investigate the complexity of this problem for all relevant classes of node replacement graph grammars.
Abstract
The bounded K n;n -problem is the question whether or not a graph language of a given graph grammar contains arbitrarily large complete bipartite subgraphs K n;n . In this paper we investigate the complexity of this problem for all relevant classes of node replacement graph grammars.
Our main result states that the bounded K n;n -problem is NL-complete for reduced nonblocking eNCE graph grammars and for reduced linear NCE graph grammars. As an application, our results settle the complexity of the problems whether or not the graph language of a given confluent, boundary, or linear graph grammar has bounded tree-width and whether or not it is an HR graph language. 
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Introduction
Graph grammars are models for the description of graph languages. Typical graph languages are the trees, the series parallel graphs, the graphs of bounded tree-width, and the outer planar graphs. In the literature several types of graph grammars have been introduced, such as NCE, eNCE, edNCE, and HR graph grammars, see [ER97] . The NCE, eNCE and edNCE graph grammars are node replacement grammars whereas HR are (hyper) edge replacement grammars. All these graph grammars are specified by a finite set of productions.
Here we consider eNCE graph grammars. An eNCE graph grammar has terminal and nonterminal node and edge labels and generates undirected node and edge labeled graphs. A production is a triple p = (A; R; C), where the left-hand side is a nonterminal node label A, the right-hand side is an undirected node and edge labeled graph R, and C is the embedding relation of R. Applying p to some labeled graph G means replacing an A-node u by R with respect to C. The embedding relation C describes how the former neighbours of u are connected to the nodes of R. The embedding relation C is based on node and edge labels. The language of an eNCE graph grammar is the set of all terminal graphs generated from its axiom. The NCE graph grammars introduced by [JR80a, JR80b] have no edge labels. They are restricted eNCE graph grammars. The edNCE graph grammars introduced by [Nag76] generate directed graphs and thus extend eNCE graph grammars. The right-hand sides of an edNCE graph grammar are directed graphs and the connection relation is extended to handle directed edges.
There are several natural subclasses of the eNCE graph grammars. A graph grammar G is nonblocking, N-eNCE, if it does not generate blocking edges, i.e., edges with a nonterminal edge label between two terminal nodes. It is confluent, C-eNCE, if the order of the application of the productions is irrelevant for the resulting graph [Kau85, Cou87, Eng89] . Confluence is decidable in polynomial time [Kau85] . Special confluent eNCE graph grammars are the boundary [ELW90] and the linear graph grammars [EL89] . G is boundary, B-eNCE, if the red. nonblocking nonblocking blocking general NL-complete P-complete undecidable confluent NL-complete P-complete DEXPTIME-complete boundary NL-complete P-complete DEXPTIME-complete linear NL-complete NL-complete PSPACE-complete Table 1 .1: The complexity of the bounded degree K n;n -problem.
Many NP-complete problems become polynomially solvable for graphs with bounded treewidth [ALS91] . In contrast to node replacement graph grammars, HR graph grammars generate (hyper) graphs of bounded tree-width. Hence, many well-known graph problems are efficiently solvable on HR graph languages. Before we recall Courcelle's result, let us take a closer look at HR graph grammars. They are hyperedge replacement grammars and generate directed edge labeled hypergraphs [BC87, Hab92] . A production is a tuple p = (A; R), where the left-hand side is a nonterminal hyperedge label A and the right-hand side is a directed edge labeled hypergraph R with some selected nodes called ports. Applying the production p in some directed edge labeled hypergraph G means replacing an A-hyperedge h of G by R and identifying every neighbour of h in G with the corresponding port of R. The neighbours of h and the ports of R are fixed in every production. This "static" neighbourhood of the replaced hyperedge is the reason for the bounded tree-width of HR graph languages. The language of an HR graph grammar is the set of all terminal hypergraphs generated from its axiom. Although HR graph grammars have less generating power than boundary edNCE graph grammars [ER90, CER93, ER97], they are important in the theory of graph grammars because their languages have bounded tree-width.
Courcelle has shown the following fundamental characterization [Cou95] , which has motivated our paper: A confluent edNCE graph language is an HR graph language if and only if it has bounded tree-width, if and only if there is an integer n, such that it does not contain a complete bipartite subgraph K n;n . Moreover these conditions are decidable. However, Courcelle gave no complexity bounds.
Hence from the algorithmic point of view, the complexity of the bounded K n;n -problem is of main interest. Our results settle the complexity of the conditions given by Courcelle for the various subclasses of confluent edNCE graph grammars.
Preliminaries
In this section we recall the basic notions concerning graphs and node replacement graph grammars. We deal with undirected node and edge labeled graphs without self-loops. Multiple edges are allowed if they have different labels. Our approach can easily be extended to directed graphs with node and edge labels, see [ER97] .
Throughout, let and ? be finite sets of node and edge labels, respectively. Definition 2.1 A graph is a triple G = (V; E; ) with a finite set of nodes V , a node labeling : V ! , and a finite set of labeled edges E ffu; ; vg j u; v 2 V; u 6 = v; 2 ?g. A node labeled by a 2 or an edge labeled by 2 ? is called an a-node or -edge, respectively. The node set of G is also denoted by V G and the edge set by E G .
As usual, a graph G 0 = (V 0 ; E 0 ; 0 ) is a subgraph of a graph G = (V; E; ), if V 0 V , E 0 E, and 0 equals restricted to V 0 .
Later in this paper the complete bipartite graphs K n;m will play an important role. A complete bipartite graph with jUj = n and jU 0 j = m is denoted by K n;m . The size of K n;m is the minimum of n and m. A K n;m is an (a; ; b)-K n;m if the nodes of U are labeled by a, the nodes of U 0 are labeled by b, and the edges are labeled by . A K 1;n with colour sets U = fug and U 0 = fu 0 1 ; : : : ; u 0 n g is a star graph with root u and leaves u 0 1 ; : : : ; u 0 n .
The substitution of a node u by a graph R in some graph G is the key notion for the derivation of eNCE graph grammars. 
The language L(G) of an eNCE graph grammar G is the set of all terminal graphs derivable from its axiom, i.e., L(G) = fG j S =) G; G is a graph over and g. An eNCE graph grammar is reduced if for every production (A; R; C) the axiom S can derive a graph containing an A-node and every graph consisting of a single A-node can derive a node terminal graph. Using the technique from context-free string grammars every eNCE (C-eNCE, B-eNCE, L-eNCE) graph grammar can be transformed in polynomial time into an equivalent reduced eNCE (C-eNCE, B-eNCE, L-eNCE) graph grammar.
Since only nonterminal nodes can be substituted, a nonterminal edge between two terminal nodes can never become terminal in later derivation steps. Nonterminal edges which are incident to two terminal nodes are called blocking edges.
Next we give a reduced nonblocking L-eNCE graph grammar generating all complete bipartite graphs (a; ; b)-K n;n .
For the productions we use the following well-established graphic notation, which we shall use throughout. A production p = (A; R; C) is drawn as a large box representing the node that is to be replaced. The left-hand side A is drawn in the upper left corner of the box and the right-hand side R within the box. The embedding relation is represented by edges which connect nodes outside the box with nodes of R (inside the box). The edges have two labels.
The one outside the box represents the "old" label and the one inside the box the "new" label. Obviously, every linear graph grammar is boundary and every boundary graph grammar is confluent. In fact, it has been shown that the corresponding classes of graph languages form a proper hierarchy, i.e., L-eNCE B-eNCE C-eNCE N-eNCE eNCE [EL89, CER93] . The sets of binary trees, of edge-complements of binary trees, of all graphs, and of all star graphs with 2 n leaves are witnesses for the proper inclusions. The HR graph languages are a proper subclass of the boundary edNCE graph languages and incomparable with the linear edNCE graph languages [ER97] . The set of all complete graphs is an example for the incomparability. Surprisingly, there is a characterization of HR graph languages. It is summarized by the following theorem of Courcelle [Cou95] .
Theorem 2.8 Let G be a confluent edNCE graph grammar. The following are equivalent:
is of bounded tree-width, 3. there exists an integer n, such that no K n;n is a subgraph of any graph in L(G).
Furthermore these conditions are decidable.
For the complexity of problems on eNCE graph grammars let the size of a grammar be the length of the string obtained when writing down the grammar in the usual way.
Next we recall the notions subgraph-derivation and edge-preserving subgraph-derivation, which have been used in [SW97] . They play a crucial role in the proof of our main result. Here the definitions differ slightly from the ones in [SW97] .
Definition 2.9 Let G be an eNCE graph grammar and let G and H be graphs.
The reflexive and transitive closure G 7 ?
Obviously every derivation is a subgraph-derivation and the ancestor/descendant relation defined for derivations carries over to subgraph-derivations.
From Definition 2.9 we directly obtain (cf. Lemma 3:6 of [SW97] Our final notion is the edge-preserving (A; ; B)-subgraph-derivation for some nonterminal nodes A and B and some edge label . It is a simple subgraph-derivation which guarantees that two nonterminal nodes labeled A and B and connected by a -edge can subgraph-derive a graph with two adjacent terminal nodes, such that one is a descendant of the A-node and the other is a descendant of the B-node. 3 The Bounded K n;n -problem In this section we settle the bounded K n;n -problem for a given eNCE graph grammar. Note that the input eNCE graph grammar needs not be confluent.
Instance: An eNCE graph grammar G.
Question:
Is there an integer n, such that all complete bipartite subgraphs of graphs in L(G) have size less than n?
First, by a pumping argument we show that every reduced N-eNCE graph grammar subgraphderives arbitrarily large K n;n 's if and only if a special property P 1 or P 2 is satisfied. Secondly we show that P 1 and P 2 can be checked in nondeterministic logarithmic space for every reduced N-eNCE graph grammar. Thirdly, we reduce the GAP-problem (graph accessibility problem) to the bounded K n;n -problem for reduced L-NCE graph grammars. This implies the NL-completeness of the bounded K n;n -problem for all reduced subclasses of nonblocking node replacement graph grammars. The NL-completeness and the results from [SW95] also settle the complexity of the conditions given in Courcelle's Theorem 2.8.
In our proofs we will also use some techniques similar to the ones in [SW97] where it has been shown that the bounded degree problem is NL-complete for reduced N-eNCE graph grammars. Therefore we recall Lemma 3.11 from [SW97] and sketch its proof. Let n be an arbitrary integer and J n be the star graph with an A-root and n B-leaves all adjacent to the root by -edges. First we show by induction on n, that J n is subgraph-derivable from b G 1 in G. For n = 1 the claim is obvious. For the induction step, assume J n is subgraphderivable from b G 1 in G. Since subgraph-derivations are transitive, it is sufficient to show that J n subgraph-derives J n+1 in G. In order to do this, observe that J n can subgraph-derive J n+1 in the same way as b H 1 , the same production p is applied successively to all n B-nodes (to all n corresponding descendant nodes of the B-nodes) of J n in the new subgraph-derivation. Additionally, if production p is applied to the A-node A-node and the B-nodes. Obviously, the subgraph-derived graph is the graph J n+1 . Thus, for every n, J n is subgraph-derivable from b G 1 in G. Notice that similar pumping arguments will be often used in this paper.
Next we show that J n subgraph-derives a node terminal star graph with n leaves in G.
Again observe that every star graph with n B-leaves can subgraph-derive a node terminal star graph with n leaves in the same way as the star graph with one B-leaf subgraph-derives a node terminal star graph with one leaf in an edge-preserving (A; ; B)-subgraph-derivation. Whenever a production p is applied to the single B-leaf (to a descendant of the B-leaf) in the edge-preserving (A; ; B)-subgraph-derivation, p can be successively applied to all n Bleaves (to all n corresponding descendants of the B-leaf) in the new subgraph-derivation. The subgraph-derived graph is a node terminal star graph with n leaves. Thus, J n subgraph-derives a node terminal star graph with n leaves in G.
By the arguments from above, by Proposition 2.10, and by the transitivity of the subgraphderivations we can conclude that there is a derivation S =) G in G, such that G contains a terminal star graph with n leaves.
Since G is reduced and non-blocking, G can derive a terminal graph which contains a star graph with n leaves and therefore a node with degree n. This completes the proof for the "if-case".
"Only-if-case:" For a sufficiently large integer n consider a derivation S = G 1 ) G 2 ) ) G m in G such that G m contains a star subgraph J n with root v and n leaves u 1 ; : : : ; u n connected to the root by (simple) edges e 1 ; : : : ; e n .
For
Lemma 2.12, S = H 1 7 ?! H 2 7 ?! 7 ?! H m = J n is a subgraph-derivation in G.
For every H i , 1 i m, we recursively define the so-called generator node g i . The generator node g 1 of H 1 is the initial nonterminal node. For i = 2; : : : ; m the generator node g i of H i is one of the descendant nodes of generator node g i?1 in H i?1 which has the most descendant nodes in H m .
Let t := j?j (j j j?j+1)j j j j j?j+3 j?j j j j?j+2 . By taking n sufficiently large, by removing certain nodes and their incident edges from the graphs H i and by ignoring some graphs in the related subgraph-derivation, it has been shown in [SW97] Figure 3.4 (b) is in G.
In the first subgraph-derivation all graphs have simple edges. Moreover, the generator node of every graph H i j is the root of H i j and it generates exactly one "new" leaf in H i j+1 . Every non-generator node of H i j has exactly one descendant node in H i j+1 .
In the second subgraph-derivation all graphs have simple edges except the edges between the generator nodes and the roots. Moreover, the generator node of every graph H i j is a leaf of H i j and it generates exactly one "new" leaf in H i j+1 . Every non-generator node of H i j has exactly one descendant node in H i j+1 . Case 1: Since the number of edge and node labels is bounded by j?j and j j, respectively, the subgraph-derivation H i 1 7 ?! H i 2 7 ?! 7 ?! H it is large enough to contain two graphs H ir and H is with r < s, such that b G 1 and b H 1 are subgraphs of H ir and H is , respectively, satisfying the required conditions of the lemma. This has been proved in [SW97] . Since every edge of H i j , 1 j t, is the ancestor of some edge of the star graph J n , there is an edge-preserving (A; ; B)-subgraph-derivation in G. The statements of Case 1 and Case 2 concerning the subgraph-derivations of Figure 3 .4 in the proof of Lemma 3.1 will be used in the proof of our main result.
We come back to the bounded K n;n -problem. If a graph grammar G subgraph-derives arbitrarily large K n;n 's, then the subgraph-derivations of Figure 3 .3 are in G, because every K n;n contains star graphs with n leaves. Our aim is to find further subgraph-derivations, which together with those in Lemma 3.1 are necessary and sufficient for the subgraph-derivation of arbitrarily large K n;n 's in every eNCE graph grammar. In the following we first prove the sufficiency of property P 1 or P 2 for the subgraphderivation of arbitrarily large K n;n 's in every reduced nonblocking eNCE graph grammar.
The next lemma shows why edge-preserving subgraph-derivations are important. Proof The proof uses the same idea as in the proof of the "if-case" of Lemma 3.1: Whenever a production p is applied to the single A 0 -node (B 0 -node) in the edge-preserving (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-subgraph-derivation, the same production p has to be applied successively to all n A 0 -nodes (B 0 -nodes) of (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-K n;n in the new subgraph-derivation. Whenever a production p is applied to a descendant of the single A 0 -node (B 0 -node) in the edge-preserving (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-subgraph-derivation, the same production p has to be applied successively to all corresponding n descendants of the A 0 -nodes (B 0 -nodes) of (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-K n;n in the new subgraph-derivation.
Obviously, the subgraph-derived graph is (a; ; b)-K n;n . Thus, (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-K n;n 7 ?! (a; ; b)-K n;n is a subgraph-derivation in G, for some labels a; b and . Finally, Lemma 3.3 and the transitivity of the subgraph-derivations imply that (a; ; b)-K n;n is subgraph-derivable from S in G, where a; b are some terminal node labels and is an edge label.
Analogously to Lemma 3.4 we can conclude:
Lemma 3.5 Let G be an eNCE graph grammar. If G satisfies property P 2 then there exist terminal node labels a; b; and an edge label , such that (a; ; b)-K n;n is subgraph-derivable from S in G.
From Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we get:
Lemma 3.6 Let G be a reduced nonblocking eNCE graph grammar. If G satisfies property P 1 or P 2 then L(G) contains complete bipartite subgraphs of arbitrarily large size. Proof By Lemma 3.4 and 3.5 the subgraph-derivation S 7 ?! (a; ; b)-K n;n is in G, for every integer n and some terminal labels a; b and some edge label . By Proposition 2.10 there is a derivation S =) G in G, such that (a; ; b)-K n;n is subgraph of G. Since the graph grammar G is reduced and nonblocking, graph G derives a terminal graph containing the complete bipartite subgraph (a; ; b)-K n;n . Now we will prove the necessity of property P 1 or P 2 in every eNCE graph grammar, which subgraph-derives arbitrarily large K n;n . In order to do so we generalize the notions of By Definition 3.7 and the fact that every node of a graph H j has exactly one ancestor in every graph H i with i < j, we directly obtain: Thus, only by U-growing steps H i 7 ?! H i+1 , g i (U) generates new nodes different from g i+1 (U) in H i+1 which are ancestors of U. Consequently, if jUj = n then the subgraphderivation S = H 1 7 ?! H m contains at least dlog c ne U-growing derivation steps, where c is the maximum number of nodes in the right-hand sides of the productions of G.
The next lemma is the key to our main result. Proof Consider a subgraph-derivation S = G 1 7 ?! G m in G, where G m is a K n;n with colour sets U and U 0 . Assume that G m has no multiple edges; otherwise we select some edge and remove the others. There are at least dlog c ne U-growing and at least dlog c ne U 0 -growing subgraph-derivation steps in S = G 1 7 ?! G m . Let g i (U) and g i (U 0 ) be the generator nodes of the subgraph-derivation S = G 1 7 ?! G m .
For every 1 i m we construct a subgraph H i of G i (with multiple edges in general), such that S = H 1 7 ?! H 2 7 ?! H m is a subgraph-derivation of G meeting the conditions 1-6.
We will give an algorithm which computes the sets U i and U 0 i . Let us explain the main idea: Since H 1 ? fg 1 (U); g 1 (U 0 )g is empty, we set U 1 := U 0 1 := ;. Suppose now that disjoint subsets U i and U 0 i of the non-generator nodes of G i have been defined, such that every node of U i (U 0 i ) is an ancestor of a node of U (U 0 ). Then we define U i+1 and U 0 i+1 as follows.
For every (non-generator) node u of U i and u 0 of U 0 i in G i we select exactly one descendant node v of u and v 0 of u 0 in G i+1 , such that v is an ancestor of a node from U and v 0 is an ancestor of a node from U 0 . All other descendant nodes of v and v 0 in G i+1 are ignored. Let Hence condition 6 holds, which completes the proof of the Lemma. Now we are able to show the necessity of property P 1 or P 2 . Lemma 3.11 Let G be a reduced nonblocking eNCE graph grammar. If L(G) contains complete bipartite subgraphs of arbitrarily large size then G satisfies property P 1 or P 2 .
Proof Let c be the maximum number of nodes in the right-hand sides of the productions. By the assumption there is a derivation S = G 1 ) G m in G, where G m contains a terminal K n;n of size n = c 8 j j 2 j?j j?j (j j j?j+1) j j j j j?j+3 j?j j j j?j+2
. Let U and U 0 be the colour sets of the K n;n and S = H 1 7 ?! H m be the subgraph-derivation in G obtained by Lemma 3.10. Let N = log c n 2 . Then S = H 1 7 ?! H m has at least N U-growing and at least N U 0 -growing subgraph-derivation steps, such that every U-growing step generates exactly one new node in U i+1 and every U 0 -growing step exactly generates one new node in U 0 Without loss of generality assume that the first alternative holds. We will remove certain nodes from the graphs in the subgraph-derivation. By removing a node from a graph H i all its incident edges are also removed from H i . Consider the graph H k . Let D be the most frequent label of the nodes of U k . We remove all nodes from U k which are not labeled by D. Let M be the set of edge labels that is most frequently used by the (multiple) edges connecting a D-node with the U 0 -generator node g k (U 0 ) (= g k (U)) of H k . Remove all nodes of U k in H k which are connected to g k (U 0 ) with edges whose set of edge labels differs from M. Next remove 1. all nodes of U i from H i which are not ancestors of nodes of U k for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k ? 1, 2. all nodes of U i from H i which are not descendants of nodes of U k for i = k + 1; k + 2; : : : ; l, 3. all nodes of U 0 i from H i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k , 4. all nodes of U 0 i from H i which are not descendants of the generator node g k (U 0 ) (= g k (U)) for i = k + 1; k + 2; : : : ; l.
By Lemma 2.12, S = H 1 7 ?! H k 7 ?! H l is a subgraph-derivation in G. Since the number of node labels is bounded by j j and the number of edge labels is bounded by j?j, there remain at least t = N U 0 i j select one edge between u 0 and the node with index t in H i j which is an ancestor of an edge of H i j+1 . Keep this edge and remove all others. Then every selected edge is an ancestor of an edge of H m .
It should now be clear that the obtained subgraph-derivation from H i t+1 to H i 2t is the one of Case 2 in Lemma 3.1, see Figure 3 .4 (b). Thus, there is a subgraph-derivation b G 4 7 ?! b (b) G has an edge-preserving (A 0 ; 0 ; B 0 )-subgraph-derivation.
Now we establish the lower bound of the complexity of the bounded K n;n -problem for reduced linear NCE graph grammars. This is obviously a lower bound for all nonblocking eNCE and nonblocking edNCE graph grammars.
Lemma 3.15 Let G be a reduced L-NCE graph grammar. The bounded K n;n -problem of G is
NL-hard.
Proof The proof is a reduction of the GAP-problem. The idea is similar to the one in Theorem 3.13 from [SW97] . Here the nonexistence of labeled edges makes the proof different.
Let G be a directed graph with vertices V = fu 1 ; : : : ; u m g and edges E. Construct a reduced L-NCE graph grammar G = ( ; ; S; P) whose language contains arbitrarily large complete bipartite subgraphs if and only if vertex u m is reachable from vertex u 1 in G.
We set = fS; A 1 ; : : : ; A m g, where the nonterminal A i is associated with the node u i 2 V , and = fa; bg. The set of productions P contains the three productions p; p 0 and p 00 shown in Figure 3 .10, and further productions, which will be defined according to the edges of G as follows: For every node pair (u i ; u j ) 2 V V , we define a production p i;j = (A i ; R i;j ; C i;j ), where R i;j has a nonterminal A j -node z, and C i;j = f(a; z); (b; z)g if (u i ; u j ) 2 E ;
otherwise.
The graph grammar G is reduced because every nonterminal A i is reachable from S by the applications of the productions p and p 1;i , and it can generate the empty graph by applications of the productions p i;m and p 00 . Assume there is a path u 1 = u i 1 u i 2 u im = u m in G. After the application of the production p we obtain an A 1 -node. The derivation consisting of applications of the productions p i 1 ;i 2 ; p i 2 ;i 3 ; : : : ; p i m?1 ;im ; p 0 to an A 1 -node generates a "new" portion of the K n;n , such that the derived graph again has one nonterminal A 1 -node, connected with every a-and b-node of the K n;n . Hence if we apply the productions p i 1 ;i 2 ; p i 2 ;i 3 ; : : : ; p i m?1 ;im ; p 0 repeatedly we obtain arbitrarily large K n;n 's. For the termination we apply the production p 00 to the single A m -node.
Conversely, if the generation of arbitrarily large K n;n is possible, then production p 0 has to be applied more than once, because all other productions are renamings, or terminate. Hence there are applications of productions, which rename an A 1 -node into an A m -node, such that the A m -node keeps all former edges of the A 1 -node, otherwise it is not possible to obtain arbitrarily large K n;n . Hence, the embedding relation of all these productions are not empty. Then there is a path from u 1 to u m in G.
Obviously, the construction of G can be done in logarithmic space in the size of G which completes the proof.
From Lemma 2.13, Theorem 3.12, and the fact that NL is closed under complement [Imm87] we obtain that the bounded K n;n -problem is in NL for reduced nonblocking eNCE graph grammars. This can be directly extended to reduced nonblocking edNCE graph grammars. Now, from Lemma 3.15 and the fact that every reduced L-NCE graph grammar is also a reduced nonblocking edNCE graph grammar we obtain:
Theorem 3.18 The bounded K n;n -problem is P-complete for NCE, C/B-NCE, nonblocking eNCE, nonblocking C/B-eNCE, nonblocking edNCE and nonblocking C/B-edNCE. It is NLcomplete for L-NCE, nonblocking L-eNCE, and nonblocking L-edNCE graph grammars.
Finally, every confluent, boundary and linear graph grammar can be transformed into an equivalent nonblocking one in exponential time for confluent and boundary and in polynomial space for linear graph grammars. Hence from Lemma 3.17 and Theorem 3.18 we obtain: Theorem 3. 19 The bounded K n;n -problem is undecidable for eNCE and edNCE, DEXPTIMEcomplete for C/B-eNCE, C/B-edNCE, and PSPACE-complete for L-eNCE and L-edNCE graph grammars.
Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the problem whether or not the language of a given node replacement graph grammar contains complete bipartite subgraphs K n;n of an arbitrarily large size n. We have studied its complexity for several types and classes. Our Theorem 3.19 combined with Theorem 2.8 of Courcelle settles the complexity of the following important problems for a given confluent, boundary or linear edNCE graph grammar G:
1. Does G only generate graphs of bounded tree-width?
2. Is L(G) an HR language?
